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There was definitely more than one person just now! 

 

"Let go of my third brother, or there will be no place for you to die." 

 

At this time, in front of Ye Chen, there are two people with the same mask of grimace. 

 

Ye Chen is aware of the breath a little, and discovers a level one heaven and a six layer heaven. 

 

This kind of combat power can only be regarded as medium existence in the secret place of demon 

saint. 

 

Careful words, enough self-protection, but in front of Ye Chen, this strength is not enough to see. 

 

"In front of me, knock your head ten times. If I want to be in a good mood, I can't be merciful enough to 

let him go." 

 

These three men obviously use them as prey! 

 

"Second brother, don't talk nonsense. You hold him. I'll take care of this woman." 

 

In their eyes, ye Chen was not taken seriously at all. After all, he was a garbage of Hunyuan Kingdom, 

kneaded at will. 

 

"Good!" 

 



Made up his mind, the second figure directly came to Ye Chen's face, sneered at the corner of his mouth 

and raised his arm. 

 

Ba Chen, he will die! 

 

It's too simple to kill the Hunyuan realm for those who are strong in the Taoist realm. 

 

However, the next second, the whole person was stunned! 

 

Ye Chen grabs his arm directly, and then exerts a slight force. 

 

"Click!" 

 

His bone is broken directly, ye Chen kicks out! 

 

This foot down, a huge force. 

 

The second man's chest was sunken and his ribs were broken. 

 

One foot, directly hurt him! 

 

"Ants like things, do not know where you come from the courage to me." 

 

Ye Chen mouth inside a wisp of cold smile, as if to see an idiot, looking at him. 

 

This group of people must also come for the inheritance of the thousand poison God King. 

 

Even for what happened in the demon holy land. 

 



"Second brother!" 

 

The eldest brother was fighting with Liang XueYue, but his strength was better than that of Liang 

XueYue. In addition, Liang XueYue needed to protect Ji Lin, which was extremely relaxed. 

 

Liang XueYue has been beaten by him. It's only a matter of time before she is captured. 

 

However, who knows, his brother, in a twinkling of an eye to be defeated! 

 

"Who the hell are you?" 

 

The old man's eyes flashed a look of panic, and Liang XueYue opened a distance. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

The shadow of man's name tree! 

 

In a word, the head of the boss's face changed greatly, directly knelt down! 

 

Who doesn't know ye Chen's name in the western regions? 

 

This is a god of killing, killing millions of warriors in the western regions. 

 

How can they shake the evil spirit if they just poison it! 

 

"My Lord, the three of us are blind to Mount Tai. Please forgive us." 

 

As a strong man in the six layers of heaven, he only has fear in his eyes. 

 



In other people's eyes, he Dao Jing's strength is good, but he is a fart in Ye Chen's eyes! 

 

Ye Chen killed the six layers of heaven in the Hedao realm, is it still rare? 

 

What about the dignity of the strong? 

 

He naturally knows which is more important than his own life. 

 

In fact, ye Chen did not expect that the other side should be so spineless. 

 

At the moment, the head of the boss, constantly kowtow, his forehead even spilled bright red blood! 

 

"Forgive you, it's not impossible to hand over the things and become my puppet." 

 

Any dare to pose a threat to Ji Lin, ye Chen will only ruthlessly kill. 

 

Since the other side didn't make a move again, ye Chen didn't care, he didn't have time to waste here. 

 

We must let Ji Lin get the inheritance of thousand poison God King! 

 

"This...!" 

 

The leader is totally confused. It doesn't matter to hand over the treasure. It's no big deal to rob others, 

but he becomes a puppet 

 

"What? If you don't want to, I can send you on the road now, and your things are still mine. " 

 

Ye Chen a word, completely put down his thought. 

 



"Villain Zhang Yuan, willing to be a puppet of adults." 

 

Zhang Yuan did not hesitate to take out the treasure, but forced a drop of blood essence to Ye Chen's 

hand. 

 

Ye Chen made the contract, then let go of the two people, asked about the name, only to know that the 

full face of pus called Wang Hailin, the other person is called Li Feng. 

 

"My Lord, if you are looking for the inheritance of the thousand poisons God King, I suggest you give up. 

On the top of the mountain, there are already strong people in the creative environment." 

 

Zhang Yuan spoke respectfully on one side. Who didn't want to inherit the thousand poison God. 

 

All of them were poison practitioners, and they came here to inherit. However, Zhang Yuan and others 

knew that they could only give up looting on the hillside. 

 

Ye Chen frowns. The strong man who creates the world is not easy to deal with. 

 

Although there is not much poison cultivation, there are always a few people who practice to a good 

level. 

 

"I'm going to do it myself!"In any case, for Ji Lin's future, ye Chen always has to fight for it. 

 

See ye Chen all say so, Zhang Yuan is also embarrassed to say anything more, after all, he is just a 

servant now. 

 

There is a natural prohibition in this poison peak. They can't fly in empty space, otherwise they would 

have fallen on the top of the mountain. 

 

The closer we get to the top of the mountain, the more powerful the poison gas is. Ye Chen takes out 

the poison avoiding pill and puts it into his mouth. 

 



As for Liang XueYue and Ji Lin, they are comfortable. 

 

When we get to the top of the mountain, the poisons in it are getting stronger and stronger. There are 

all kinds of poisons in the seven layers of the heaven. 

 

However, it is still destroyed by Ye Chen. At present, only the top God King can threaten him. 

 

It took three hours to reach the top of the mountain. 

 

On the top of the mountain, ye Chen sees ten top deities and three natural realms, and there are also 

many Hedao and Hunyuan realms nearby. 

 

These people gathered around a stone tablet and whispered as if they were talking about something. 

 

"Ye Chen, let's go and have a look." 

 

Liang XueYue can't wait. She can feel the breath left by the thousand poison God. 

 

This is absolutely the inheritance of the thousand poisons God King. 

 

Ye Chen nods slightly, three people come over, as for Zhang Yuan, they are waiting on the side. 

 

The three of them have already given up. There are many strong people on the scene who can easily kill 

them. 

 

Although the inheritance is good, it can only be carried out with a life. 

 

As soon as ye Chen appeared, he brought a lot of shock. He was a famous man in the western regions. 

 

The martial arts of the western regions basically know ye Chen's appearance! 



 

It's hard to be wanted by the western regions. 

 

In the secret realm of demon and Saint, these natural realms and the top deities have not passed. 

 

In their eyes, the inheritance of the thousand poison God King is the most important. 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at the stone tablet and finds that there is a skill on it, with a line of small characters 

at the bottom. 

 

If you want to inherit, you must understand this skill. 

 

He can see at a glance that this skill is only part of it. 

 

This is a skill, not poison cultivation, but a body refining skill. 

 

"This Is it really the place where the thousand poisons are inherited? " 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at Liang XueYue. He wants to know that the king of thousand poisons is poison 

cultivation. How can he have the skill of body refining? 

 

"I I don't know! " 

 

Now Liang XueYue is also a face of confusion, the breath in this can not be wrong, but why is the body 

refining? 
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"Come on, let's take a step and look at it." 



 

Ye Chen doesn't think much about it. Maybe the king of thousand poisons has cultivated his body. 

 

When ye Chen looks at this skill, he feels broad and proficient. He can condense flesh and blood for a 

short time and produce twice the effect. 

 

Now ye Chen finally knows why these people have not practiced. 

 

They are all a group of old poison practitioners. Where do you know how to practice? 

 

Even ye Chen, who specializes in cultivating the body, can't figure it out for a while. 

 

Ye Chen sits cross legged and stares at the ten methods of blood and Qi, and quietly begins to 

understand. 

 

All the people present were about to give up. Seeing ye Chen practicing, he immediately lowered his 

voice. 

 

They can know that ye Chen has always been good in the body, and it is not true that he can 

understand. 

 

When it comes to finding out, they will be able to shine. 

 

The strong man who creates the realm wishes that someone can practice and bring them in. 

 

They are the most hopeful to inherit the inheritance of thousand poison gods. 

 

After all, the strength of the people present is not as high as theirs. 

 

Ye Chen sits for three hours, her brows sometimes lock and stretch. 



 

Four hours later, ye Chen stood up, his hands condensed out of a blood. 

 

"Go 

 

Ye Chen roared, and suddenly the whole mountain rocked. In front of him, a secret chamber appeared. 

 

This trace of blood, like a key, fell inside the door of the chamber and opened it directly. 

 

In a flash, all the people present were excited. Some Hunyuan state couldn't control the excited mood 

and rushed into it crazily. 

 

None of the strong ones in the realm of creation and harmony of Tao moved. 

 

Who knows if there is any danger in it? Let these ants explore the way first. 

 

"Ye Chen, shall we go in now?" 

 

Liang XueYue came to Ye Chen's side and said. 

 

She could feel that the moment the chamber of secrets was opened, the breath left by the thousand 

poison God King became more and more rich. 

 

The inheritance of thousand poisons is absolutely in it. 

 

"Go 

 

Ye Chen decides to go in and takes a look at Zhang Yuan and them. 

 



"Go, my Lord, and we will wait outside." 

 

Zhang Yuan's face was embarrassed. They didn't want to go inside to die. 

 

Who knows what's in it, and ye Chen wants to inherit the thousand poisons, and he will surely fight 

against the realm of nature! 

 

Ye Chen took a look and didn't say much. He rushed in with Liang XueYue and Ji Lin. 

 

Zhang Yuan saw Ye Chen and they left and wiped the sweat on his forehead for fear that ye Chen had 

just killed them with a sword. 

 

You know, they are puppets. It's disrespectful not to follow their masters. 

 

"Boss, now ye Chen has gone in. Shall we leave?" 

 

Wang Hailin ran to Zhang Yuan and said secretly in his ear. 

 

"Well, wait a minute." 

 

Originally, Zhang Yuan also wanted to escape, but the idea flashed away. 

 

Ye Chen goes inside, he feels like a mortal, but who knows whether the existence of the western regions 

which makes people scared will come out alive. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen and Liang XueYue walk into it and find that there is no danger. Instead, there is a black pool 

water. 

 



There is a terrible poison gas in the water, so ye Chen dare not get close to it. 

 

Some of the weak Hunyuan state jumped in and were poisoned instantly. The body was still floating on 

the water. 

 

Ye Chen looked up and saw a stone tablet. There must be a secret room, but we need to continue to 

understand. 

 

Ye Chen is not interested in poison pool. He is not poison cultivation. 

 

"Ye Chen, I can feel that if I soak in the pool water, my poison can go to a higher level." 

 

These poisonous gases are highly toxic to others, but they are a great tonic for Liang XueYue and Ji Lin. 

 

"You go in, be careful!" 

 

Because Ji Lin is a congenital poison, ye Chen doesn't have to worry. 

 

When they jumped into the pool, he came to the stone tablet and continued to understand. 

 

Those who are strong in the realm of creation and harmony come in one after another. When they see 

the pool water for the first time, they rush in directly. 

 

They don't have any worries. 

 

These old poison repair crazy absorb the poison gas in the pool water, just stay for a while, suddenly 

frown. 

 

They found that the gas around them was becoming more and more scarce. When they opened their 

eyes, they found that most of the gas was condensed in Ji Lin. 



 

A small part condenses next to Liang XueYue. 

 

In this case, how can they agree? 

 

It's a chance. It's like robbing a wife if it's taken away now! 

 

"Damn it, if we go on like this, we won't get any good!" 

 

One of them, a strong man of seven layers of heaven, stood up and looked at Liang XueYue. A trace of 

ruthlessness flashed through her eyes.He was full of poisonous gas, and his aura condensed into a 

poisonous snake. With his tongue sticking out, he flew at Liang XueYue. 

 

"Pooh 

 

Liang XueYue had been concentrating on cultivation, but was suddenly attacked. A mouthful of blood 

spurted out, and the whole person's face turned pale. 

 

"Mean!" 

 

At the critical moment, the seven layers of heaven in the realm of harmony attacked her! 

 

"All the poison gas here has been absorbed by both of you. Get out of here!" 

 

One hand, next to a series of shouting, people are selfish, who are not willing to give up the opportunity. 

 

The quarrel around him wakes Ji Lin from his practice. 

 

She found that Liang XueYue's eyes were red and tears were about to flow out. 

 



"Jilin, let's go!" 

 

So many people, Liang XueYue, they simply can't compete. 

 

Liang XueYue and Jilin can only be forced to leave, but also hear some angry voices. 

 

"Sister XueYue, are we going to exchange hands like this?" 

 

Ji Lin's eyes are filled with anger. These people are too much. 

 

If you don't have the ability, you'll use this mean means. 

 

"What can I do? Don't Tell ye Chen about this. " 

 

Liang XueYue is clear about ye Chen's character. If he knows it, he will be furious. No matter who you 

are, the emperor and Laozi will not work. 

 

Now this situation, ye Chen offended these people, there is no benefit at all. 

 

As time goes by, ye Chen wakes up from practice and takes a look at the pool. There is no Liang XueYue 

in the pool. 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

Ye Chen stands up and comes to Liang XueYue. 

 

"It's OK. We have already practiced it." 

 

Liang XueYue forced a smile to open her mouth, but ye Chen saw the tears in the corner of her eyes and 

Ji Lin's unhappy appearance, and knew that something must have happened. 



 

"Say it 

 

Ye Chen's eyes stare at Liang XueYue fiercely. 

 

"Really It's really OK... " 

 

Liang XueYue found that ye Chen has been staring at her. 

 

"Ye Chen, these people are so mean!" 

 

At this moment, Ji Lin couldn't stand it, and directly told the cause and effect. 

 

"I know about it!" 

 

Ye Chen's face does not have any expression, just touch Ji Lin's hair. 
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"Forget it. It's not good to have a conflict with them now!" 

 

Liang XueYue hastened to dissuade her, but she found that ye Chen did not care to come to the side of 

the pool. 

 

His whole face, can not see any anger, but understand Ye Chen people know. 

 

Now ye Chen is really angry! 

 



If others scold him, he can not care, but absolutely not allowed to scold Ji Lin! 

 

The dragon will die if it touches the scales! 

 

He promised Ji Siqing that he would take good care of Ji Lin, and that he would hand over Ji Lin to Ji 

Siqing completely in the future! 

 

In return for the five years of Kunlun empty feeling! 

 

"The one who drove them both away, get out of here!" 

 

Ye Chen's voice is mixed with aura, a word let the people who practice in the pool wake up one by one. 

 

Practice is interrupted, one by one looking at Ye Chen's eyes become bad. 

 

"Ye Chen, what do you want to do, there is me among them, what can you do for me?" 

 

At the moment, a irascible hetaojing two layers of heaven, angry at Ye Chen. 

 

He didn't know anything about the secret place of demon saint. Otherwise, he would not be the first 

bird to kill now. 

 

In his eyes, ye Chen is just some means, even if he breaks through the Hunyuan realm? 

 

There are so many strong people here who can suppress Ye Chen. 

 

"Good!" 

 

The corner of Ye Chen's mouth shows a trace of sneer, his hand appears a handle to combine the way 

artifact. 



 

"Years kill the sword!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen does not hesitate to break out of the body's killing intention and raises the 

sword in his hand. 

 

A sharp sword light, suddenly rushed to kill! 

 

Stab! 

 

A sword is so fast that people can't see it clearly. Only a puff is heard. 

 

The person who just yelled, his head has fallen into the pool, a headless corpse, instantly fell down! 

 

Hiss! 

 

Those who are strong in the Taoist realm take a breath of cool air one by one. 

 

Has Ye Chen reached the stage of killing and maltreating? 

 

Even if the strong one of the three layers of heaven in the realm of Taoism can not say that it can kill the 

second layer of heaven. 

 

The whole scene was silent! 

 

A pair of eyes staring at Ye Chen! 

 

"Who else, stand up!" 

 



In a word, no one dares to speak. Just now ye Chen's sword has proved his strength. 

 

"What? How dare you do it 

 

Ye Chen sneers and calls Liang XueYue over. 

 

Liang XueYue looked at some people with anger in his eyes. 

 

She naturally knew what ye Chen called her to do! 

 

Liang XueYue points to a strong man with three layers of heaven. 

 

"No Without me, I really didn't mean to! " 

 

At this moment, he was completely afraid. Just now people were shouting, he couldn't help saying a few 

words. 

 

If he was alone, he would not dare to speak to Liang XueYue. 

 

After all, Liang XueYue's strength is also in the five layers of heaven. 

 

Ye Chen didn't speak, but simply raised the sword in his hand and raised it up and down. 

 

At the beginning of the clamor, a piercing chill, from head to foot, pierced their whole body. 

 

One sword and second kill the three levels of heaven in the world of harmony! 

 

Who knows if ye Chen can kill four layers of heaven in the Hedao realm with one sword? 

 



The unknown is the most terrible thing! 

 

"Little brother, almost forget it!" 

 

An old poison cultivator suddenly opens his mouth. 

 

When the strong man who created the realm opened his mouth, everyone thought Ye Chen would stop. 

 

After all, he is a man of nature. He should give more or less face. 

 

People all hope that the strong man in the natural environment will directly crush Ye Chen. 

 

"What are you? I Ye Chen don't want to listen to you! " 

 

Ye Chen's words can be said to be extremely arrogant! 

 

People look at Ye Chen with different eyes. 

 

At this time, they remembered that ye Chen was a madman! 

 

As long as ye Chen is provoked, he does things regardless of the consequences, or else the whole 

western regions will not be completely upset. 

 

"You 

 

The strong man in the state of creation is angry. He is just about to kill Ye Chen. Who knows, the two 

strong people in the creative environment are staring at him. 

 

As long as a shot, I'm afraid it will stop in an instant. 



 

"Mr. Chen, it's none of your business. Forget it!" 

 

The two natural realms stare at him. Even if he has resentment in his heart, he can only suppress it. 

 

Ye Chen sneers, he dares to say so, naturally has certain confidence. 

 

These people need him if they want to open the chamber. 

 

How can you let old devil Chen kill him? 

 

Even if ye Chen asked zaohuajing to kill these people, his eyebrows would not blink. 

 

Who can cultivate to their level without thousands of lives?When the old devil Chen gave up, the people 

were in complete despair! 

 

Who can suppress Ye Chen if he doesn't do it? 

 

Liang XueYue points out one by one, ye Chen doesn't have any hesitation at all, and cuts out with a 

sword. 

 

Soon the whole pool was dyed red with blood. 

 

After all is settled, ye Chen looks at Ji Lin and they enter the pool. 

 

At this time, no one has any objection. Who dares to continue to say ye Chen's killing method? 

 

An hour later, the pool water has been completely free of poison gas, and people envy Ji Lin. 

 



In the field, Ji Lin's accomplishments are the lowest, but who knows she gets the most benefits. 

 

Next, ye Chen continued to open the chamber of secrets, and some treasures appeared. Everyone began 

to scramble wildly. 

 

Five secret rooms were opened one after another, and the air around them smelled of blood. 

 

As more and more treasures appear, there will be fights! 

 

Killing is inevitable! 

 

"Ye Chen, I have a feeling that in the sixth chamber of secrets, there must be the inheritance of the 

poisonous king." 

 

Liang XueYue has an excited look on her face. She and Ji Lin also get some treasures of poison 

cultivation. 

 

No one dares to fight for these treasures! 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, and broke the secret room directly. A group of people rushed into it. 

 

Ye Chen and Ji Lin, three of them, follow behind. 

 

As soon as he enters the chamber of secrets, what ye Chen first sees is a headless corpse. 

 

His body reeks of terror, and next to him, there is a perfect body, full of poison gas. 

 

"Thousand poison God King!" 



 

There is a bright light in the eyes of the old devil Chen. This corpse is absolutely the king of thousand 

poisons. 

 

Liang XueYue's eyes are full of tears. The thousand poison God King is equivalent to her ancestor. 

 

When people are different, the corpse of thousand poison God King stands up a little bit. 

 

Ye Chen brows a frown, does thousand poison God gentleman also die to come back to life? 

 

"I am the God's pet, blood eye poison toad. If you want to get the master's inheritance, just rush out of 

the poison array!" 

 

When people were shocked, the pet of QianDu God said. 

 

At this moment, people understood that it was a monster controlling the body of the thousand poison 

God King. 

 

About the thousand poison God King, they probably have some understanding, know that there is a 

mount, it is the bloody eye toad. 

 

I didn't expect the death of the thousand poison God King. The bloody toad is still alive. 

 

The bloody toad controls the body of poison king. With a big wave of his hand, a black pattern suddenly 

appears under their feet. 

 

Ye Chen sees the first eye, straight back. 

 

"Ji Lin, you two, be careful." 

 



As soon as ye Chen's voice falls, the array turns and a black light curtain covers it. 
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Ye Chen can't get involved in the affairs inside. Everything can only depend on themselves. 

 

Ye Chen found that the bloody toad didn't pay attention to him and went to the headless corpse. 

 

If he guessed correctly, the king of thousand poisons must have practiced the ten methods of blood and 

Qi, otherwise he would never be able to enter. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't know how powerful the headless corpse was, but it must be extremely terrifying. 

 

He has learned the ten methods of blood and Qi thoroughly. 

 

Ye Chen looked at it carefully and found that all the organs inside the headless corpse disappeared, 

leaving only an empty shell. 

 

Who killed him? 

 

This kind of method is too cruel, cut off the head of others, everything inside is hollowed out. 

 

You don't have to do something like that even if you kill someone. Come on? 

 

Ye Chen studied for half an hour and found nothing. He decided to wait for Ji Lin to come out. 

 

"Little guy, you use the ten methods of blood and Qi, try it!" 

 



The voice of the bloody toad suddenly opened its mouth. 

 

As for the funnier, I don't know what it's like to tease Wanye. 

 

His fingers out of a bloodstain, found that the bloodstain unexpectedly uncontrolled into the headless 

body inside. 

 

Hum! 

 

Headless corpse came a sound, ye Chen no longer hesitated, a root of blood melt in. 

 

There's no blood vessels in his body. 

 

At this moment, the fingers of the headless corpse moved slightly. 

 

"Alive?" 

 

Ye Chen stares big eyes, almost did not get scared! 

 

A good corpse can move its fingers. 

 

It doesn't even exist in the head and all the internal organs. 

 

Ye Chen transported more and more blood, and his whole face became pale. 

 

Click! 

 

Also do not know how much blood was transported, headless corpse stood up a little bit, walked to the 

back of Ye Chen, motionless! 



 

"Master, what is the situation?" 

 

Ye Chen does not understand, had to ask blood eye poison toad. 

 

"The existence of this God corpse has been discovered by the master for a long time, but the battle was 

not used at the beginning, and now he can listen to your orders." 

 

The bloody Toad's words make ye Chen happy. He just doesn't know how to deal with the state of 

nature. 

 

Now it's all about dozing off and giving pillows! 

 

Ye Chen plans to take action at a time of crisis. After all, he has obtained the ten methods of blood and 

Qi, which can be regarded as accepting the inheritance of God corpse. 

 

"Thank you very much 

 

Ye Chen leans slightly toward the bloody toad. 

 

"No, I don't want my master's offspring to die here." 

 

In a word, ye Chen thoroughly understood that the bloody eye toad opened his mouth and completely 

looked at Liang XueYue's face. 

 

He directed the corpse to continue to lie down, and time passed by. 

 

At this moment, a sound came from the poison array. 

 

Boom! 



 

The poison array is broken, and a figure appears. Liang XueYue appears in front of Ye Chen with Ji Lin in 

her arms. 

 

"What's going on?" 

 

Ye Chen a see Ji Lin coma, the whole person's anger is about to burst out. 

 

"Ji Lin has been passed on, but those people are despicable and shameless. They even secretly attack 

him. However, Ji Lin has not been hurt much, and he is just in a coma for a while." 

 

Liang XueYue's face is not too good, obviously because of the protection of Ji Lin. 

 

This time, although she did not receive inheritance, she also received some benefits. 

 

And by virtue of her relationship with Ji Lin, the inheritance of QianDu Shenjun is the same to everyone. 

 

Jilin will tell her then! 

 

"Well, I see!" 

 

Ye Chen suppresses the anger in his heart. These people even deal with Ji Lin for their own self-interest! 

 

At the end of the inheritance, one after another of the strong people in the harmonious environment 

came out. 

 

Their faces are so ugly that they are handed down by a little girl in the divine kingdom! 

 

They just feel that all these years of practice have been applied to dogs. 

 



Shame! 

 

Ye Chen can't compare with it. Now even a little girl can't. 

 

Want to find a piece of tofu! 

 

"Ye Chen, hand over the little girl in your hand!" 

 

A top God King angrily opened his mouth. Since the inheritance did not choose them, he could only 

forcibly seize them. 

 

The three strong men who create the world are also looking at Ye Chen with a bad face. 

 

They must get the inheritance of QianDu God. 

 

Eight of the top gods and three of them were strong in the realm of creation, and thirty of them were 

still staring at Ye Chen. 

 

"Ye Chen, what shall we do now?" 

 

Liang XueYue opened his mouth anxiously. In this case, if he did not hand over Ji Lin, they would die. 

 

She knows Ye Chen's character. How can she hand it over?Better a broken jade than a whole house! 

 

Liang XueYue is now ready to die in battle. 

 

"Don't worry, leave it to me!" 

 

Ye Chen step out, looking at these strong, without the slightest fear. 



 

"It's not your chance. Do you want to take it? A bunch of old guys, what a shame 

 

In a word, it's burning pain on these faces. 

 

What is chance? Those who are destined to get it! 

 

Ji Lin can get it, that's her fate! 

 

Now these people have no predestination, they want to force him to hand it over! 

 

"Ye Chen, I advise you, or hand over this little girl, or no one can save you!" 

 

Chen Laomo stood up and spoke directly. He had already seen Ye Chen. 

 

If ye Chen didn't need to open the secret room, how could he tolerate it to now? 

 

Now the value of Ye Chen has gone, they naturally need not worry! 

 

"Yes! Hand it over, the inheritance of the thousand poisons God King, the garbage of a God King's state, 

is not worthy of! " 

 

Chen Laomo opened his mouth, others echoed, and the scene suddenly became lively. 

 

The bloody toad didn't say a word in the body of thousand poison God King, as if acquiesced in 

everything! 

 

Ye Chen knows that he can't count on the bloody toad. 

 



"Ha ha! A bunch of despicable people want me to hand it over unless they step on my body 

 

Now that he has made up his mind, ye Chen doesn't keep his hand. He takes out his tool directly. 

 

Sword like eruption, an indomitable sense of war, crazy diffuse around. 

 

Even in the face of so many strong people, how dare you have it? 

 

Ye Chen clenched the magic tool of he Dao, and the ghost like figure directly rushed to kill him. 

 

A dazzling sword light blinds people's eyes! 

 

Stab! 

 

One sword goes down, a warrior who is in harmony with the four layers of heaven in the Taoist realm 

will fall directly. 

 

"Kill!" 

 

Old devil Chen roared, his hands wrapped in poison gas, crazy rushed over. 

 

There is a layer of heaven's breath in the realm of creation, and ye Chen can't breathe. 

 

"Blood gas ten methods!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured at the corner of his mouth. At the moment, headless corpse suddenly stood up! 

 

When the headless corpse stood up, the eyes of all the people were dull. 

 



Is this body still alive? 

 

The breath of headless God corpse makes people scared and dare not act rashly! 

 

With an embarrassed look on his face, Chen Laomo originally wanted to make a move. When he saw the 

God's corpse rising, he stepped back directly. 

 

He can sense the danger of the corpse! 

 

Absolutely more threatening than ye Chen! 

 

The key is why this little animal can control the things around the thousand poison God King? 
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Out of the secret. 

 

A hot girl in red was pacing back and forth. 

 

The girl is the zining of xuanyuezong. 

 

Zining sent away Ye Chen's friend. She thought that when she came to the appointed place, ye Chen 

would appear and go to xuanyuezong with her to complete the trial. 

 

However, it's like the leaves of the earth evaporate! 

 

You can't find it! 

 



How many days have it been! 

 

She even suspected that ye Chen had been secretly killed! 

 

Fortunately, she inquired nearby, and then she came across it completely! 

 

The secret place of demon saint is open! 

 

"I'm afraid this kid is going to the secret place of demon saint!" 

 

"Ye Chen is also really. No matter how good the secret state is, what benefits can he get from a Hunyuan 

state?" 

 

"Now, even zongmen's affairs have been delayed! I'm afraid the headmaster will be angry when he sees 

Ye Chen in the dark night. " 

 

"What should I do?" 

 

Zi Ning thinks more and more wrong, she doesn't know what ye Chen is doing inside. 

 

With Ye Chen's temperament, I'm afraid he has offended many people in it! 

 

The next second, she no longer hesitated, step into the secret. 

 

The prohibition of demon saint's secret place has been opened, and there is no limit to her cultivation. 

She can enter naturally. 

 

Shortly after zining left, two old men with immortal charm came to the entrance of the secret place. 

 

There are four big characters on the jade plate on their waists -- wanjian emperor palace! 



 

It was from xuanyuezong that they came to look for ye Chen's green sword immortal Zun and frost 

sword God! 

 

If it wasn't for ye Chen's entering the secret place and his breath was temporarily covered, they would 

have found it. 

 

Fortunately, the seal of the demon saint's secret place is lifted, and the breath of Ye Chen is revealed 

again. 

 

"Green sword, if we can't find Ye Chen again, we must go back. The longer we delay the crisis of wanjian 

emperor palace, the more dangerous it will be." 

 

Frost sword God said. 

 

The Green Sword Fairy nodded: "please rest assured that ye Chen must be in it, and the seal has been 

lifted. I'm afraid that the inheritance of the demon saint's secret place has been obtained, and he should 

come out." 

 

"We just have to wait here patiently." 

 

Frost sword God nodded, his hands behind him, closed his eyes, misty breath let many strong fear! 

 

In the crowd, his frost sword God's strength is enough to crush everything! 

 

In his eyes, fortune is just a mole ant! 

 

This is the sword God! 

 

Those who wait outside dare not say a word, for fear that the strong open their eyes and directly kill 

them! 



 

They don't even dare to get close to frost sword God and green sword immortal Zun! 

 

…… 

 

In the secret place, the place where thousands of poisons are passed on. 

 

Looking at the appearance of the headless corpse, Mr. Chen stepped back slightly, and even more 

wanted to find a crack to get into it directly. 

 

What a shame! 

 

"Now who is going to grab the chance and come out!" 

 

Ye Chen stands in place, like a god of war! 

 

No one can shake it! 

 

Now who dares to regard Ye Chen as a Hunyuan strongman! 

 

Ye Chen's terror strength, plus this headless God corpse, who is the first to stand out. 

 

The consequences are terrible! 

 

Even if you can hurt Ye Chen, they will certainly pay a great price! 

 

It's not worth it! 

 

None of the people present dared to fight again. The breath of the headless corpse was too terrible. 



 

The atmosphere is extremely dignified! 

 

After a moment of stalemate, a strong man in the realm of nature was still unable to resist the 

temptation of the thousand poison God King's inheritance. He opened his mouth and said, "this corpse 

is just a strong breath. Don't be afraid. Let's do it together!" 

 

The one with strong natural environment is the first to bear the brunt and seems to want to play a 

leading role. 

 

However, his figure rushed past, but no one followed him. 

 

To put it bluntly, we all let him explore the bottom of the matter first, and then we can see if we can 

fight! 

 

The old devil in the realm of fortune knows what these people think, but he has already rushed out. It's 

impossible to lick an old face and go back again? 

 

"Looking for death!" 

 

Ye Chen is commanding the headless God corpse, only sees his palm slap down. 

 

The figure of the old devil in the realm of nature is directly imprisoned. 

 

Although the strength of headless God corpse has not been fully recovered, it is the inheritance place of 

QianDu Shenjun. 

 

His power is blessed here, and it is infinitely magnified! 

 

If it is outside, it may not be the opponent of the other party! 

 



But here, what can the strong man of the creation environment do! 

 

"No!" 

 

A sad roar came, and the palm of the headless corpse fell directly, and the power of terror was shocked 

to the extreme. 

 

The strong man in the realm of nature flew out on the spot! 

 

A mouthful of red blood. 

 

At this moment, the whole world seems to be silent to the extreme!No one would have thought that the 

strong man in the natural environment could not resist the slap of the headless corpse! 

 

Because of fear, they did not notice that the breath of the headless corpse was fading. 

 

Just now, it was almost the strongest blow of the headless corpse combined with the power of the 

thousand poison God King. 

 

What ye Chen wants to do is to frighten people! 

 

Now it's obvious that the effect has been achieved! 

 

Run! 

 

For a moment, people no longer hesitate. In this case, who can not see that ye Chen can command the 

headless God corpse is invincible. 

 

All fled, ye Chen did not chase, after all, Ji Lin is still injured. 

 



"Let's go." 

 

Ye Chen thinks that there is no need to stay here. After all, Ji Lin has been passed on. 

 

Just as he was about to leave, the bloody toad, who had been silent, opened his mouth: 

 

"boy, I can't see your fate." 

 

"But the fate of the girl in your arms, I know." 

 

"You can protect her." 

 

"Her strength, one day, will make Lingwu land tremble." 

 

"Inborn poisons don't choose people casually." 

 

Ye Chen a Zheng, looked at a bloody eye toad, way: "thank you." 

 

The bloody toad didn't speak and closed his eyes as if it were a stone carving. 

 

…… 

 

Outside the secret room, Zhang Yuan, Li Feng and Wang Hailin wait quietly. 

 

"Boss, it seems that someone has come out!" 

 

Li Feng suddenly said, Zhang Yuan immediately stood up and found a top God King flying out. 

 

"What's the matter, boss? Let's run!" 



 

Wang Hailin was completely flustered, and the top God King fled. How could ye Chen come out. 

 

"Wait a minute!" 

 

Zhang Yuanyi gritted his teeth and decided to wait for a moment. They were outside and saw a strong 

man in Daojing. His face was flustered, as if he had met the existence of terror. 

 

Boom. 

 

A man with a strong creative environment suddenly came out, and there was no difference between the 

expression on his face and that of the warrior in the same way. 

 

"Big Big brother, what's the situation? " 

 

Wang Hailin was so scared that his legs were shaking, and only three of them entered. 

 

Even if other realms are inherited, he doesn't have to look like a ghost? 

 

"You ask me, where do I know?" 

 

Zhang Yuan slapped him on the head, and the shock in his heart was not much. 

 

But what happened next, they will never forget. 

 

In the dark, several figures came out. They were ye Chen and Liang XueYue holding Ji Lin. 
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Strange is, ye Chen did not run, but incomparably indifferent. 

 

But those who are strong in the realm of creation and Tao look at Ye Chen's eyes, but they are extremely 

afraid! 

 

Is These people run away in confusion Is Ye Chen afraid? 

 

Isn't this guy Hunyuan? 

 

At this moment, the three people's hearts set off a wave, even ye Chen out, dare not say a word. 

 

Ye Chen does not pay attention to the three people, but Ji Lin carefully placed on the ground, stretched 

out a finger on Ji Lin's eyebrows. 

 

He wanted to make Ji Lin wake up faster with genuine Qi and spiritual power. 

 

However, when his power entered Ji Lin's body, a terrible poison spread. 

 

"Touch!" 

 

Ye Chen's hand instantly breaks free, the eyes are more startled looking at Ji Lin. 

 

He found that Ji Lin's body actually had an extremely terrifying force. 

 

Is this what Ji Lin got in the inheritance of QianDu Shenjun? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Liang XueYue, who also shook his head and said, "although I have entered the 

inheritance, for a long time, the king of thousand poisons only communicated with Ji Lin 

 



"Between them, I don't know what happened." 

 

"No, I made a mistake. The king of thousand poisons has become a thousand poisons evil spirit, and the 

inheritance is far more terrible than imagined." 

 

"And it's all down to a little girl." 

 

"It's Jilin." 

 

"When Ji Lin wakes up, I'm afraid her strength will really grow." 

 

"Even far ahead of you for a short time." 

 

"Give her time to absorb that heritage." 

 

Ye Chen felt that Liang XueYue's words really made sense, so he stood up and went in a direction: "go, 

the secret place should be over." 

 

"I still need to go to xuanyuezong and wanjian emperor palace." 

 

But soon, ye Chen stopped. His eyes glanced at the three people in the corner, and said directly, "if you 

don't have a place to go, join an organization called shazong." 

 

With that, ye Chen and others disappeared in the sight of the three. 

 

…… 

 

A few hours later, ye Chen and his family finally arrived at the site of shazong. They found that there 

were 300 people who had gathered together, but now there are only more than 100 people. 

 



When people saw Ye Chen, they rushed to meet him, half knelt in front of him, and said, "little Lord!" 

 

"Huanglong, tell me about the current situation!" 

 

Huang Long happens to be a strong man in the world of harmony. 

 

"My Lord, we have been waiting since the beginning of the inheritance of demon saints. However, we 

met monsters on the way and suffered heavy casualties. During this period of time, some people who 

call themselves the blood soul clan have emerged and killed a lot of them!" 

 

"Where is the blood soul clan in Lingwu land? We have never heard of it. " 

 

"The key group's tactics are extremely weird..." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son is suffused with cold light, it seems that the open channel, part of the blood soul clan 

has come out. 

 

But the strength should not be too strong. 

 

Otherwise, I'm afraid the killing clan will be destroyed. 

 

At present, the seal is untied. He can't close it. He can only take a look at it step by step. 

 

"Take a day off first, and leave the secret place of demon Saint tomorrow!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen opens his mouth and takes out the healing pill to let the injured disciple 

recover as soon as possible. 

 

Now the demon saint's secret place can't stay any longer. Now that the seal is untied, I don't know how 

many strong people of blood soul clan will come out. 



 

The time of the day soon passed, and the rules in the demon saint's secret place had completely 

disappeared. 

 

They don't need half a day to leave. 

 

Liang XueYue holds Ji Lin and follows Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Ji Lin, knowing that she would not wake up for a short time, but shook her head. 

 

He really can't figure out why Ji Lin has to work so hard? 

 

What is she hiding? 

 

From seeing Ji Lin in Lingwu mainland, he always felt that Ji Lin had something to hide from him. 

 

In the past, the innocence of a lot less, replaced by a strange heavy. 

 

What is the heaviness and pressure? 

 

Ye Chen does not force Ji Lin to speak out. 

 

If Ji Lin wants to, he will choose to tell him. 

 

At the moment when everyone was about to leave the secret place of demon saint, an earth shaking 

voice rang out. 

 

The next second, ye Chen is to see the sky above there is a thick blood gas. 

 



The blood seemed to come from hell. 

 

Blood soul clan! 

 

When ye Chen's sight sees the source of sound and blood gas, even if he has already prepared in his 

heart, he is also slightly shocked. 

 

If you want to leave the secret place of demon saint, there is only one exit, and the strong people of 

blood soul clan obviously know it. 

 

Specially let people guard here, this is obviously want to kill the strong in the demon saint's secret place. 

 

Ye Chen waves his hand to stop the crowd. There are at least 100 strong members of the blood soul clan 

in front of him, and there is a strong man in the three layers of heaven in the world of nature.If they go 

rampant in the past, I'm afraid no one can go out alive except ye Chen! 

 

"Ye Chen, there are too many blood soul families here. We can only wait for the powerful people of 

western regions to rush out." 

 

Liang XueYue speaks next to Ye Chen. In this situation, no one can go out with any power alone! 

 

"Let's find a place to hide first!" 

 

Ye Chen arranges to be in public. As night falls, he decides to go out alone and inquire about the 

situation. 

 

Liang XueYue is directly responsible for all the killing of Zong. All the major forces in the western regions 

will surely go out. Sooner or later, they will meet each other. 

 

Ye Chen's ghostly figure, walking in the Bush, is like the ghost of the night. Looking up at the front, he 

finds that there are two blood spirits stationed. 

 



The strength of the two blood soul clans is only four layers of heaven in the same realm. At present, he 

can deal with them by himself. 

 

In the blood soul clan, we can see the slain warriors. The blood soul clan sucks the essence of the 

warrior a little bit, as if it were a delicacy in the world. 

 

Ye Chen is hidden in the bush. At present, he can only wait for the single blood soul clan. 

 

After waiting for half an hour, ye Chen finally sees a blood soul clan and comes out unsteadily, 

apparently drunk. 

 

Step by step, the blood soul clan comes to the side of the Bush, getting closer and closer to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen at this time, find the right time to directly hand, mobilize the spirit of the body, crazy burst out, 

a slap in the past! 

 

This slap is directly slapped on the head of the blood soul clan, making him dizzy. 

 

Ye Chen grabs his arm and turns to leave. He finds a kilometer away from the blood soul clan and wakes 

him up directly! 

 

The strength of this blood soul clan is not strong, only the three layers of heaven in the state of 

harmony. Seeing ye Chen's first sight, he immediately pulls out a crystal clear sword and comes out with 

a fierce look. 

 

Ye Chen's face was expressionless and slapped him on the cheek. 

 

"Pa!" 

 

The strong man of the blood soul clan obviously didn't expect that someone would dare to fight against 

him. A pair of bloody eyes glared at Ye Chen. 

 



"You dare to move me, you know the origin of my blood soul clan! Sooner or later, we will kill all of you 

humble ants. " 
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"I advise you to let me go, or you will die." 

 

"My blood cold rain is not a humble mole ant like you can move!" 

 

Xuehanlin is totally fearless! 

 

Ye Chen takes a look at xuehanlin and doesn't know where the exotic flowers come from. It seems that 

he doesn't know the situation clearly. 

 

"I want to see how hard your bones are!" 

 

Ye Chen sneers at the corner of his mouth and takes out a hand of the magic weapon of the way and 

cuts a sword on his lower leg! 

 

Stab! 

 

Blood cold Lin's bone, click, directly fracture, in the moment of fracture, burst out a scream. 

 

Fortunately, there is a certain distance from the base camp of the blood soul clan, otherwise his cry 

would have attracted the strong people of the blood soul clan to check! 

 

Ye Chen holds the magic tool of he Dao and falls with one sword. Within half a quarter of an hour, 

xuehanlin can no longer hold on. 

 



"Stop fighting! Stop fighting! I'll tell you everything you want to know! " 

 

Originally Ye Chen thought that xuehanlin was a hard bone, who knew that he could not hold on for half 

an hour. 

 

"This time, how many people come from the void passage of the blood soul clan, and how many people 

are strong in the natural environment?" 

 

Xuehanlin looked at Ye Chen timidly, and then said: "this time, the leader of the team is the blood soul 

clan, blood shock adults, with the strength of the three layers of heaven in the world of creation. There 

are 30 top God kings, 1000 people in the harmonious world and 3000 people in the Hunyuan area!" 

 

Hear the words of blood cold Lin, ye Chen whole person eyebrow a frown, come more than he 

imagined. 

 

A strong man with three levels of heaven in the realm of nature is already tough enough. There are still 

30 top gods. 

 

At present, there are only more than ten top deities in the secret realm of demon saint. 

 

Even if the strong people who gathered the major forces at that time wanted to rush through, they 

would have suffered heavy losses. 

 

"You'd better take refuge in our blood soul clan. It's better to be a puppet of the blood soul clan than to 

die!" 

 

As soon as xuehanlin's voice falls, ye Chen reverses his sword and draws it directly. 

 

Bang! 

 

This sword goes down, let blood cold Lin whole person dizzy, see Venus. 

 



A slap also let blood cold Lin thoroughly honest down, did not dare to talk. 

 

Ye Chen thinks to himself, surrender to become a puppet? How could that be possible! 

 

It's just that they have the strength to kill the clan. Even if the major forces come and rush together, 

there are few left who can survive in the end! 

 

Ye Chen looks at the blood cold Lin in the eyes and continues to ask about some things. 

 

This time, the void channel opened, blood shock and some people were the first to wake up and step 

out. 

 

Next, with the influx of energy from Lingwu, the powerful seal makers will continue to wake up. 

 

For ye Chen, this is bad news, they have no time to continue to spend. 

 

At present, the demon saint's secret place is the most dangerous place. Once the strong man in the 

middle or later period of the creation realm comes, he can kill anyone in a second. 

 

"My Lord, if you want to leave, I have a way!" 

 

At this time, xuehanlin opened his mouth and said that although he was a wonderful flower, he also 

knew that the current small life was in the hands of Ye Chen. 

 

If you can live, it depends on Ye Chen's meaning! 

 

"If you really have a way to spare your life, it doesn't matter!" 

 

A humble blood soul clan, ye Chen can be killed at will, not at all. 

 



"Our blood soul clan has a secret skill, which can let you have the breath of blood soul clan for a short 

time. It's impossible to muddle through." 

 

Blood cold Lin finished, ye Chen did not speak, if you can disguise as a blood soul family into the exit, it is 

indeed a way. 

 

However, once they are found out, they will not have any chance to escape from the base camp of the 

blood soul clan. 

 

Ye Chen thought for half an hour, and finally decided to seek wealth and wealth in danger. 

 

They don't have much time. The more they stay, the more dangerous they will be. 

 

"Does this secret skill have side effects and time limit?" 

 

"My Lord, the secret arts have no side effects. They are only limited to half an hour." 

 

Blood cold Lin one face flatters say, as to betray blood soul clan? He doesn't have a lot of ideas now. 

 

Now the most important thing is to keep his own life! 

 

"Half an hour!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured at the corner of his mouth, only half an hour. Time is pressing. If everything goes 

well, it will be enough! 

 

"My Lord, the secret arts are here. Check it yourself!" 

 

Blood cold Lin also know to observe words and colors, a look at Ye Chen's look to know the heart! 

 



Ye Chen took it over and took a close look at the skill. He found that there was no problem. It was easy 

to practice. 

 

It only takes half a day to master! 

 

"Look, my Lord, I have told you what should be said and what should not be said. Can you spare me a 

little life?" 

 

Ye Chen ignores the blood cold Lin and turns to leave directly.Blood cold Lin see ye Chen actually intend 

to let him go, a long breath out, the eyes are from fear into cold. 

 

The skill he gave Ye Chen was true, but ye Chen also wanted to get out alive! 

 

Once he informs Xuezhen, ye Chen will surely die! 

 

However, just as ye Chen's figure disappeared, a light flashed by. 

 

The violent power shot into the brow heart of blood cold Lin! 

 

Blood cold Lin eyes stare big, stretch out a finger to Ye Chen way: "you unexpectedly repent..." 

 

"Sorry, I don't like to leave threats." 

 

"Besides, you're not dead. You're a puppet for me. It's useful for me." 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen comes to the hiding place of Sha Zong with the blood cold Lin of empty eyes. 

 

"Ye Chen, how are you? Do you know?" 



 

"Is this man?" 

 

At this time, Liang XueYue comes over and stares at Ye Chen. Not only is she, but also the martial artists 

who kill Zong stare at him with expectant eyes. 

 

Now ye Chen is the backbone of shazong. As long as ye Chen is alive, shazong will never be scattered. 

 

"I have made it clear that even if we gather all the major forces and rush forward, we will suffer heavy 

casualties." 

 

Ye Chen's words, let everyone's facial expression all dim down, although they came to the demon saint's 

secret place, had already been ready to die. 

 

But to live, who wants to die! 

 

"You don't have to despair. I got a secret skill from the blood soul clan. I can have the breath of the 

blood soul clan for a short time. It's only limited by time. If we are lucky, we can also rush into the 

entrance and exit." 

 

"As for the guy around me, it's the key that we leave." 

 

Ye Chen's words undoubtedly bring great hope to all. As long as you can have a chance of life, you 

should try it anyway. 

 

"Let's take a rest, and we'll start when they fight!" 

 

What we can do now is to wait for the major forces to break out of war before they have a chance to 

muddle through. 

 

Ye Chen's waiting is a day's time! 



 

On this day, the western regions gathered together and decided to rush out. 

 

They can't wait, they can't afford it. 
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"Kill!" 

 

The fate of the major forces gathered together and decided to rush out. 

 

In an instant, the war broke out, and the sound of fighting continued. The blood dropped on the ground 

and quickly dyed red. 

 

Ye Chen did not go out, continue to hide. 

 

Now they just need to wait for an opportunity, as long as the opportunity is enough, they will rush out! 

 

Both sides fought for a period of time, and both sides were killed and wounded, because there were 

strong people in the three layers of heaven in the creation realm of the blood soul clan. 

 

For a while, the two sides reached a tie. After all, there were five strong forces in the world. 

 

Although we can't defeat the three layers of heaven in the realm of nature, we can still hold on. 

 

The first wave of major forces did not rush out, but could only retreat. 

 

At this time, ye Chen's chance comes! 



 

Now the blood soul clan is counting the casualties and making a mess. Every strong member of the 

blood soul clan is busy. 

 

Now for ye Chen, is the best opportunity! 

 

"Use all secrets 

 

At this time, ye Chen opened his mouth directly, less than three minutes, and there was a strong blood 

on all of them. 

 

And blood soul clan strong no two! 

 

Ye Chen is followed by xuehanlin. If xuehanlin dares to report, he can kill him at the first time. 

 

After ye Chen and xuehanlin, more than 100 people of shazong swaggered into the resting place of 

blood soul clan. 

 

At the moment, people can see that some blood soul families are absorbing the essence of the warriors 

in the western regions! 

 

The means are brutal. 

 

They don't care about busy people. 

 

Along the way, ye Chen and they are very smooth, only less than 500 meters away from the exit. 

 

At this time, a strong member of the blood soul family who lives in the six layers of the Taoist realm 

comes to xuehanlin. 

 



"Xuehanlin, where have you been these two days?" 

 

Blood cold Lin looked at Ye Chen, his face showed a flustered look, forced to resist the inner uneasiness, 

said with a smile: "man, these two days..." 

 

Mole's, said those who have no blood to guard the front directly 

 

Ye Chen eyebrows slightly a wrinkle, now let them go outside guard, I'm afraid it will be directly exposed 

to the public's line of sight. 

 

Blood cold Lin looks at Ye Chen in embarrassment. 

 

Now suddenly this kind of situation appears, nobody thought! 

 

Now ye Chen has no time to hesitate, to the blood cold Lin in front of the body, a fist blow out to kill. 

 

Boom! 

 

A fist went down, in the case of man's unprepared, directly let him seriously injured, the whole person 

was dying. 

 

Now, there is only 500 meters left from the exit. Even if they are found, they will have a great chance to 

rush through. 

 

The sound of fighting here attracted the attention of the blood soul clan in an instant. 

 

Because of the time limit, ye Chen's blood spirit clan breath on their body completely disappears! 

 

When they recover, the blood soul clan's side is fried in a flash. 

 



These blood soul clan begins to encircle people crazily, as for the blood cold Lin already already silly eye. 

 

Now ye Chen and their exposure, even if xuehanlin can survive, when the time comes to trace down, will 

definitely die! 

 

Betraying the blood soul clan is a capital crime! 

 

"Cold ice sword is determined!" 

 

Ye Chen holds a cold sword, and a sword bursts out with a terrible breath, and there are cracks on the 

ground. 

 

The power of the law of ice, crazy gush out, the strong blood soul clan can not help but step back two 

steps. 

 

Ye Chen burst out of the breath, it is too terrible! 

 

A sword is frozen for thousands of miles! 

 

Boom! 

 

When the sword is up and down, the sword will kill at least 100 strong people of the blood soul clan. 

 

Surrounded by people appear a gap, at the moment Ye Chen roared: "go!" 

 

The distance of 500 meters is not far. Ye Chen, they only need five rest time! 

 

One breath, two breath, three breath, getting closer and closer to the exit. At the moment, three 

terrible breath suddenly shot from the air. 

 



Ye Chen's brows are locked, and the strong man of the blood soul clan of half step creation level comes 

forward! 

 

"When I come to break it, you leave quickly!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen speaks directly, and now he has no time to hesitate. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

Liang XueYue looks at Ye Chen and wants to stay. 

 

Ye Chen a foot directly hold Ji Lin Liang XueYue kick in the import and export inside! 

 

Some people rushed into the entrance and exit one after another. There were not many people in 100, 

many of them rushed in. 

 

At this time, three strong people of half step nature have arrived, and the breath directly locks on Ye 

Chen. 

 

Ye Chen takes out ten Hunyuan immortal utensils and two Hedao magic tools! 

 

At present, only a thousand soldiers can rely on him! 

 

The headless corpse has no poison gas, so it's hard to exert all its strength!"Humble mole ants, even 

disguised as our blood soul clan, unforgivable!" 

 

One of the blood soul clan's half step strong man roared and waved his hands out! 

 

The breath of terror makes Ye Chen feel a huge pressure. 

 



The strong people of the blood soul clan are far stronger than those of the present Lingwu land! 

 

Is it the secret method of blood soul clan? 

 

"Years kill the sword!" 

 

Ye Chen bit his teeth and waved the sword in his hand. 

 

His figure has been locked, and the chance to rush into the entrance and exit is too slim. 

 

At this time, he can only fight to death! 

 

A brilliant sword light fell in an instant, but the half step strong man of the blood soul clan seized the 

sword light and crushed it directly. 

 

Then a fist blows on Ye Chen's chest! 

 

The power of this attack is even more than that of the heaven! 

 

What a horror! 

 

The whole figure of Ye Chen flies out, a flip, steady body. 

 

The spirit power of the blood soul clan is not high, but the strength is too strong! 

 

Ye Chen has found more and more blood soul clan, and began to form an encirclement circle. 

 

Now he has entered a desperate situation! 

 



Ye Chen endure pain, difficult to stand up, at the moment he must calm down. 

 

The more flustered, the faster you die! 

 

At present, he wants to enter the channel, only to defeat these three half step strong. 

 

The key is that the power of these three people is close to the realm of creation. God! 

 

At present, his strength can't do it, but he can make a certain amount of chaos by using the explosion of 

thousands of soldiers! 

 

This is also the only chance Ye Chen can rush into the exit, and he has only this chance. 

 

If the second time, these strong blood soul clan will be alert! 

 

Thinking of a way, ye Chen looks at the three half step strong man of nature, and then throws the 

Hunyuan immortal tool and Hedao artifact at them. 

 

Seeing this scene, the three half step strong man frowned. Did the humble ant know that he could not 

escape and wanted to please them with these weapons? 

 

That is to say, the blood soul clan did not know ye Chen's means. If the warriors of the western regions 

saw it, they would have fled. 

 

"A thousand soldiers explode!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured in his mouth, that is to say, at this moment, those magic tools and Hunyuan 

immortals made a buzzing sound. 

Chapter 1719 

 



 

 

"What's the situation?" 

 

The three half step strong men are still looking up without knowing the situation. 

 

Boom! 

 

In a flash, instant explosion, within the scope of the explosion, came the screams of the powerful people 

of the blood soul clan. 

 

In a moment, broken limbs fly in the void. 

 

Ye Chen does not have any hesitation, turns to want to escape, now does not run to wait for when! 

 

The three half step strong man was unprepared and badly injured, but for them, it was not a big 

problem. 

 

They are three and a half step strong man of nature. Although they have nothing to do, they are injured 

by a Hunyuan state three layers of heaven. How can their faces be put on! 

 

Later, he was known by others how to raise his head in front of the strong blood soul clan. 

 

"Now that you're here, don't try to run!" 

 

When ye Chen is ready to step into the exit, a cold voice comes from the void. 

 

Ye Chen's face changes greatly. The strong man of the three layers of heaven in the world of nature has 

made a move! 

 



In the void, a huge handprint falls down suddenly. The breath of terror makes Ye Chen have no ability to 

resist at all. 

 

Pooh! 

 

The huge palm has not yet fallen on Ye Chen's body, has felt the power of terror. 

 

Ye Chen's mouth overflows with blood and water. Facing the strong man in the three layers of heaven, 

he has no resistance at all! 

 

The gap is too big! 

 

Moo! 

 

At this time came a cow's cry, ye Chen looked up, Tianman qingniu appeared! 

 

Roar! 

 

A roar came from the void, and the flaming Unicorn also appeared! 

 

"Who dares to kill the inheritor of the master?" 

 

The red flame Unicorn roared, and the flame burst out instantly. 

 

Tianman qingniu goes down with a hoof, and the huge palm print disappears instantly. 

 

"What do you want to do? Don't forget our previous agreement!" 

 

At this time, the voice of anger came from the void! 



 

The strong man of the blood soul clan who created the realm was very angry at Tianman qingniu's 

obstruction. 

 

If it was not for the strength of Tianman qingniu, the strong people of blood soul clan would have killed 

them long ago. Why do you need any agreement! 

 

"You can kill anyone, but you can't kill the little Lord!" 

 

At the moment, Tianman qingniu opens his mouth, and ye Chen gets the inheritance of the demon saint. 

They say that Shaozhu has no problems. 

 

Ye Chen breathes out a deep breath. Since Tianman qingniu has come, he will not be in any danger any 

more. 

 

Unless the strong man in the blood soul clan wants to tear his face! 

 

Otherwise, it is absolutely impossible to do it! 

 

Tianman qingniu and the strong man of the blood soul clan talked for a while, and finally the strong 

breath in the void faded away. 

 

Ye Chen's heart is clear, the strong blood soul clan is obviously compromised, otherwise it will not 

retreat. 

 

Tianman qingniu and ChiYan huoqilin come to Ye Chen and become two old men. 

 

"Little Lord!" 

 

At this time, two old men kneel on one knee and look at Ye Chen respectfully. 

 



The demon saints have left their last words for a long time. Once they are truly inherited, they need to 

assist the inheritors. 

 

"Two elders, get up quickly!" 

 

Although Ye Chen probably understood what he meant, he didn't dare to be big. 

 

After all, these two monsters are strong in the realm of creation. 

 

Ye Chen is just a little generation in front of the two demon beasts. If it had not been for them, he would 

have been a dead man now. 

 

"Little Lord, this is not a place to talk. We'd better leave first." 

 

Now Tianman qingniu stood up and said! 

 

The blood soul clan around has long been gone, but in their base camp, who knows if the strong blood 

soul clan will change their mind. 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently and followed the two old men into the entrance and exit. 

 

The two old men have disappeared. 

 

When ye Chen is ready to step in, an extreme danger comes! 

 

After a quick scan of his divine sense, he found that there was a towering arrow with countless blood 

behind him! 

 



The speed of the arrow is terrible to the extreme! 

 

In the blink of an eye came to Ye Chen's back! 

 

Ye Chen never thought that the strong man of the blood soul clan would repent! 

 

So mean! 

 

The key of all this is too sudden, ye Chen simply can't react. 

 

Moreover, the power of the arrow is in the three layers of heaven! 

 

Obviously, the blood shock of the blood soul clan wants to kill himself! 

 

At this critical moment, a charming laugh rings in Ye Chen's ear: "younger martial brother, your time 

concept is not good, elder martial sister has been waiting too long..." 

 

The next second, purple coagulation appeared in Ye Chen's side, a smile, a big hand. 

 

Countless petals around the body! 

 

It's a huge flower shield!"Touch!" 

 

Arrow and shield collide! 

 

Two extreme forces make the surrounding air seem to tear! 

 

Soon, it's all gone! 

 



In the void came a "Yi" voice. The blood shock of the blood soul clan obviously didn't expect that there 

was a strong man to protect this boy! 

 

However, with that woman in, he is obviously very difficult to move Ye Chen! 

 

"Hum!" 

 

Blood shock cold hum, or disappeared! 

 

In his eyes, a boy of Hunyuan state, obviously can't turn up any waves! 

 

When more powerful blood soul clan awakes, the whole Lingwu land will become the hell of blood soul 

clan! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen is surprised to see the elder martial sister zining and wishes to kiss her! 

 

Zining came in time! 

 

"Do you want to say that elder martial sister came in time?" Zi Ning Fu Mei's voice sounded. 

 

Ye Chen one Zheng, still nodded. 

 

Zining took a look at Ye Chen and said, "you're OK to say that you promised me to finish it in a few days. 

Look, it's a few days now! I'm afraid the headmaster will be angry when he returns to xuanyuezong this 

time! " 

 

"Come on, let's go out first. We can't delay any more." 

 

The next second, purple coagulation will take ye Chen to leave directly! 

 



She blocked the blow, but somehow she felt something more terrible. 

 

We have to leave as soon as possible. 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen looks around and finds that he and elder martial sister zining have come to a sea area. At the 

moment, they are above the sea area. 

 

Tianman qingniu and ChiYan huoqilin both hide their breath. 

 

After all, it's not a secret place for demon saints. It's better to keep a low profile outside. 

 

Ye Chen looks around, suddenly the eyes are filled with anger! 

 

He saw that Liang XueYue and Ji Lin were trapped by countless warriors! 

 

At the moment, Liang XueYue obviously saw Ye Chen, and said in a hurry, "let's go!" 

 

Next to Liang XueYue and them, there were all the warriors of the major forces. 

 

Originally, Liang XueYue and they came out of the exit, thinking that they were safe. However, as soon 

as they came out, they met the warriors of various forces. 

 

Liang XueYue and ye Chen have long had friendship, and the major forces have already investigated. 

 

When they saw Liang XueYue, they did not hesitate to go out and directly trapped them. 

 

Ye Chen didn't listen to Liang XueYue's words. The things inside the demon saint's secret place were 

unknown to these people outside. 



 

This time, there are not too many strong ones, and the strongest one is only a second heaven of the 

natural world. 

Chapter 1720 

 

 

 

Seeing the situation in front of her eyes, zining also noticed something and said, "younger martial 

brother, your friend is probably that girl. Is she good-looking or elder martial sister good-looking?" 

 

Ye Chen did not answer, Tianman qingniu and the red flame Qilin incarnation of the old man came to Ye 

Chen, arched his hand and said, "little Lord." 

 

As soon as this word comes out, the face of Zi Ning, who was still smiling, changed slightly. 

 

Little Lord? 

 

How did his younger martial brother become the young master? 

 

Although in front of the two people covered the breath, but zining can still feel a sense of strangeness. 

 

These two old people are absolutely strong! 

 

At least on the realm of creation! 

 

How could the key state of nature have such an attitude towards Ye Chen of the Hunyuan realm? 

 

At this time, a terrible killing opportunity shot to Ye Chen! 

 



"Ha ha, ye Chen, you son of a bitch has finally come out. I thought you would hide in the secret place of 

demon Saint all your life!" 

 

At this time, an old man rushed to the void and looked at Ye Chen. 

 

This old man happens to be a strong man in the evil devil's palace! 

 

Although Ye Chen is followed by two old men, and there is a strange woman around him, the strong 

man in the evil palace doesn't care at all. 

 

After all, his strength is lower than these people. He can't check his accomplishments at all! 

 

Can ye Chen, a Hunyuan state's master, still reach the realm of creation? 

 

"I'll give you a minute, get out of here, or you'll all stay for me!" 

 

Ye Chen stretched out a finger and said without expression! 

 

At the moment, his heart has been infuriated, if not for Liang XueYue and their, would have been a 

violent homicide! 

 

"Ye Chen, I don't think you have figured out the situation. I can suppress you with one hand now." 

 

The strong man in the fierce demon palace is in a good mood. He originally wanted to take over the big 

forces, but who knows he has caught Ye Chen directly. 

 

This time with his hand, ye Chen can't escape! 

 

"I'm afraid it's you who haven't figured out the situation!" 

 



Ye Chen mouth reveals a wisp of sarcastic smile, eyes to see a cow old. 

 

Tianman qingniu nodded slightly, stood in front of Ye Chen, and took a palm! 

 

Bang! 

 

This palm, fierce evil palace strong person, has no time to dodge. 

 

Clear sound, spread all over the sea! 

 

"Just rubbish, also want to kill our young master?" 

 

Tianman qingniu's voice dropped, then a hand floated down! Directly suppress the strong in the evil 

palace. 

 

It's too simple to suppress the two! 

 

What's more, Tianman qingniu is an ancient giant. If it wasn't for the fall of cultivation, his current 

strength could crush everything! 

 

It's also strange that the strong in the evil palace despise the enemy, otherwise Tianman qingniu would 

not suppress it so quickly. 

 

After all, there are still some means to achieve this goal! 

 

The strong man in the fierce demon palace was directly suppressed by Tianman qingniu, who held his 

neck with one hand. 

 

"I don't know how to live or die!" 

 



The old ox disdains a cold hum, the fierce devil palace old man's face burning pain. 

 

There are so many warriors below. His old face is completely lost! 

 

How did he raise his head to be a man in front of the powerful men in the western regions? 

 

As for those below, the warriors of the major forces have been shocked for a long time. 

 

When did ye Chen have such a cow's men! 

 

Rolling the second layer of the natural environment? 

 

What the hell is this old man! 

 

Ye Chen's background is very clear to them. How can they follow the strong one in the world? 

 

"Ye Chen, what do you want to do? If you kill me, the evil palace will never let you go!" 

 

At this time, the old man in the evil palace spoke. 

 

At this moment, his eyes were afraid. 

 

Ye Chen's fierce name is not a random one, but a hard life and death! 

 

Devil, butcher! Ye Chen is the best pronoun! 

 

"You think if I let you go, the evil palace will spare me? Besides, I need the forgiveness of the evil palace? 

" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are full of cold light. Even if the evil palace forgives him, he will not let go of the evil 

palace. 

 

The original debt must be paid! 

 

What if you don't die! 

 

Ye Chen took a look at Niu Lao, meaning self-evident! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's killing heart rises greatly. When they decide to take action against Liang 

XueYue, they should consider the consequences. 

 

"No, don't kill me, I don't want to die yet!" 

 

The strong man in the fierce demon palace has a look of fear on his face. He has endless longevity and 

good time. How can he die here! 

 

Niu Lao grabs the neck of the old man in the evil demon palace and pinches his life directly with his 

forefinger! 

 

Hiss! 

 

The warrior standing below took a breath of cool air, but he didn't expect it. 

 

A strong man who creates a chemical environment will kill if he says so!They are full of shock and 

excitement in their eyes! 

 

Ye Chen should be a man! 

 

What are they fighting for? It's not that life is in your own hands. 



 

To be able to decide the life and death of others! 

 

In their eyes, ye Chen is such a person. Those who are strong in the realm of nature will kill as soon as 

they say, without hesitation! 

 

"Niu Lao, Lin Lao, these strong people who have the intention to kill me will be handed over to you. 

None of these people will stay!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen has a big heart to kill, and decides not to let go of one! 

 

Now the strong blood soul clan, I don't know when they will come out of the exit. 

 

These people even want to kill them! 

 

Niu Lao and their two strong people in the natural environment rush forward like wolves into the sheep. 

 

There is no difference between the top God King and the mole ant in front of them! 

 

Top, hold Ye Shen Dao directly, and don't use it. 

 

He is unscrupulous and doesn't care at all. 

 

The ghostly figure came to Liang XueYue. 

 

"You go to rescue them first, these people give me!" 

 

Liang XueYue slightly turned around and went to rescue these slaying disciples. 

 



In front of Ye Chen, these people are not enough for him to kill alone. 

 

Within five minutes, there was a smell of blood in the air. 

 

All warriors, big and small, have been slaughtered! 

 

The warrior who killed Zong looked at Ye Chen with a look of awe! 

 

For them, ye Chen is their God! 

 

…… 

 

In the distance, qingjianxianzun and frost sword God of wanjiandi palace have been watching coldly in 

the corner. 

 

When he found that Tianman qingniu and ChiYan huoqilin were so powerful, they were ye Chen's men. 

 

They were also shocked. 

 

Zi Ning can't see through them, but frost sword God can see through them! 

 

At a glance, he realized that the two men were the incarnations of ancient monsters. 

 

And the details are extremely terrible! 

 

"Green sword, now, I believe your words. Maybe Ye Chen is the only one who can save the palace of 

wanjian emperor." 

 

Frost sword God said. 



 

He found that ye Chen had too many secrets. 

 

Even his strength is not clear. 

 

I'm afraid that the demon saint's inheritance was really won by a Hunyuan realm boy. 

 

"Since ye Chen has come out, we should go and see him." 

 

"There are things he can't escape." 

 

"We can't wait." 

 

"Ah, but the burden is on Ye Chen. I can't bear it." 

 

The frost sword God and the green sword immortal respect each other one eye, sighs for a long time, 

finally still walks toward Ye Chen! 

 


